Identification of cerebral networks by classification of the shape of BOLD responses.
Changes in regional blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signals in response to brief visual stimuli can exhibit a variety of time-courses. To demonstrate the anatomical distribution of BOLD response shapes during a match to sample task, a formal analysis of their time-courses is presented. An event-related design was used to estimate regional BOLD responses evoked by a cue word, which instructed the subject to attend to the motion or color of an upcoming target, and those evoked by a briefly presented moving target consisting of colored dots. Regional BOLD time-courses were adequately represented by the linear combination of three orthogonal waveforms. BOLD response shapes were then classified using a fuzzy clustering scheme. Three classes (sustained, phasic, and negative) best characterized cue responses. Four classes (sustained, sustained-phasic, phasic, and bi-phasic) best characterized target responses. In certain regions, the shape of the BOLD responses was modulated by the instruction to attend to the target's motion or color. A left frontal and a posterior parietal region showed sustained activity when motion was cued and transient activity when color was cued. A right thalamic and a left lateral occipital region showed sustained activity when color was cued and transient activity when motion was cued. Following the target several regions showed more sustained activity during motion than color trials. In summary, the effect of the task variable was focal following the cue and widespread following the target. We conclude that the temporal patterns of neural activity affected the shape of the BOLD signal.